How can we help you?
WCA Mission

We support Wikimedia organisations in their organisational and strategic questions.
WCA Action Teams

• **Research**: Listen to all Wikimedia Organisations. Find out about their needs. Write down their best practices.

• **Advice**: Exchange experiences and project opportunities. Foster a culture of peer review.

• **Voice**: Reach out to new organisations. Articulate organisations’ needs. Bring attention to organisations’ projects.
Research projects

- Chapters in numbers
- WCAWOS
- Collection of strategies
- Stakeholder in Chapters Dialogue
Advice projects

- Series of peer reviews
- Chapters Exchange
Voice projects

- WCA / Journal
- Chapters Manual
- Glossary
- Inclusion of Thematic Organisations
Challenges

• Activation of all organisations
• Participation in our projects
• Sustainability
• Time, time, time and... time
What’s next?

• Foster a culture of peer review
• Board member seminars
• Active approach of new organisations
• Activate volunteers
WCA @ Wikimania

- **Organizations Seminar**, lead by Ziko van Dijk, Preconference
- **Chapters in Numbers**, by Michał Buczyński, Fri, 4pm
- **Chapters Exchange: When organisations work together as peers**, by Markus Glaser, Fri, 4pm
- **Presenting and teaching 'Wikipedia'**, by Ziko van Dijk, Sat, 11:30am
- **WikiTV**, by Manuel Schneider, Sun, 2:00pm
- **Peer review for chapters and thematic organisations**, lead by Markus Glaser, Sun, 11:30am
- **Chapters Village**, lead by Markus Glaser, thematic meetups Sat 1pm